**Specifications table**TableSubject areaChemical EngineeringMore specific subject areaThermodynamicsType of dataTables, figures, images,How data was acquiredExperimentalData formatRaw, AnalyzedExperimental factorsEnergy usage optimization in drying process depends on various factors such as air temperature, feeding rates, relative humidity or wet-bulb depression, air velocity, air mass flow rate and particles size, shape and arrangement.Experimental featuresExergy analysis in terms of exergy inflow, exergy of dried product, exergy outflow, exergy loss, exergy efficiency, exergetic sustainability index and exergetic improvement potential of drying process of onion in a cabinet dryer at different drying periods were evaluated under drying temperatures of 65 °C,75 °C,85 °C and 95 °C and particle thickness of 0.50 cm,1.00 cm and 1.50 cm.Data source locationNigeria.Data accessibilityData are available within this articleRelated research articleNone

**Value of the data**•The data showed the optimum temperature condition for efficient energy usage during the drying of onion in a cabinet dryer.•The data furnished us with reliable information as regards the energy and exergy efficiency of batch dryers used in various drying processes.•The data examined the effect of particle size on exergy and exergy efficiency during drying processes.•The data give us a hint on the likely sources and location of thermodynamic inefficiencies during drying process and where improvement potential is possible.•The data will serve as guide on dryer selection for various individuals and industries involved in food stuff preservation.

1. Data {#s0005}
=======

The data obtained from this research work comes from the exergy analysis of drying process of onion in a cabinet dryer. The exergy inflow, exergy of dried product, exergy outflow, exergy loss, exergy efficiency, exergetic sustainability index and exergetic improvement potential were evaluated at various drying temperatures of 65°C,75 °C,85 °C and 95 °C and particle thickness of 0.50 cm,1.00 cm and 1.50 cm. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} showed the exergy inflow at various drying air temperatures while [Table 2a](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2b](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2c](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2d](#t0025){ref-type="table"} described the exergy of dried products at different temperatures and thicknesses. The exergy outflow at various drying air temperatures and thicknesses is presented in [Table 3a](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3b](#t0035){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3c](#t0040){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3d](#t0045){ref-type="table"} and the exergy loss is showed by [Table 4a](#t0050){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4b](#t0055){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4c](#t0060){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4d](#t0065){ref-type="table"}. Similarly, the exergy efficiency of the drying process at different drying air temperatures is presented in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}**a--d** while the exergetic sustainability index at various temperatures is described by [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}**a--d.** Finally, the exergetic improvement potential at different drying air temperatures is vividly presented in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}**a--d**.Table 1Exergy inflow (kJ/s) at various drying temperatures.Table 1**Temperature (°C)EX**~**air**~**(kJ/s)EX**~**Fo**~**(kJ/s)Ex**~**inflow**~**(kJ/s)**653.73262.58596.3185755.71733.96089.6781858.08255.593813.67639510.80527.470918.2761Table 2aExergy of dried product (kJ/s) at 65 °C.Table 2a**Time(s)0.50 cm thickness1.00 cm thickness1.50 cm thickness**9002.4258922.4712842.52151212002.3787222.4302672.49029715002.3180742.3789962.45214518002.2439502.3174702.40705621002.1563482.2456902.35503024002.0552692.1636552.29606827001.9407132.0713672.23016830001.8126801.9654062.15733233001.6711701.8594452.08102836001.5161821.7432292.001255Table 2bExergy of dried product (kJ/s) at 75 °C.Table 2b**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9003.4379063.5926533.73904212003.3319773.4975833.66157615003.1971573.3774943.56345218003.0334473.2323873.47565721002.8408473.0622613.33621724002.6193572.8671173.17612027002.3689782.6469553.00053030002.0897082.4017742.79395333001.7815482.1315742.57188336001.4444991.8363562.329155Table 2cExergy of dried product (kJ/s) at 85 °C.Table 2c**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cmThickness1.50 cm Thickness**9004.3306104.7993195.09729812004.1214614.5965314.91981615003.8631014.3464254.69973718003.5555294.0895604.47965921003.1987463.7448214.17438924002.7927513.3527643.82652327002.3375452.9201493.44316130001.8331282.4266983.00300433001.5563132.1968712.84682036001.2794981.9738042.704834Table 2dExergy of dried product (kJ/s) at 95 °C.Table 2d**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9005.1617155.7698216.25806612004.7887595.3989045.91431315004.3262934.9373185.48241818003.7743184.3850644.96238221003.1328333.7421414.35420324002.4018393.0085493.65788327002.0288822.5156422.87342230001.7006812.2667152.65306733001.4619891.9122832.45034136001.2232971.7309462.326943Table 3aExergy outflow (kJ/s) at 65 °C.Table 3a**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9006.1584926.2038846.25411212006.1113226.1628676.22289715006.0506746.1115966.18474518005.9765506.0500706.13965621005.8889485.9782906.08763024005.7878695.8962556.02866827005.6733135.8039675.96276830005.5452805.6980065.88993233005.4037705.5920455.81362836005.2487825.4758295.733855Table 3bExergy outflow (kJ/s) at 75 °C.Table 3b**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9009.1552069.3099539.45634212009.0492779.2148839.37887615008.9144579.0947949.28075218008.7507478.9496879.19295721008.5581478.7795619.05351724008.3366578.5844178.89342027008.0862788.3642558.71783030007.8070088.1190748.51125333007.4988487.8488748.28918336007.1617997.5536568.046455Table 3cExergy outflow (kJ/s) at 85 °C.Table 3c**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**90012.4131112.8818213.17980120012.2039612.6790313.00232150011.9456012.4289312.78224180011.6380312.1720612.56216210011.2812511.8273212.25689240010.8752511.4352611.90902270010.4200511.0026511.5256630009.91562810.5092011.0855033009.63881310.2793710.9293236009.36199810.0563010.78733Table 3dExergy outflow (kJ/s) at 95 °C.Table 3d**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**90015.9669216.5750217.06327120015.5939616.2041016.71951150015.1314915.7425216.28762180014.5795215.1902615.76758210013.9380314.5473415.15940240013.2070413.8137514.46308270012.8340813.3208413.67862300012.5058813.0719213.45827330012.2671912.7174813.25554360012.0285012.5361513.13214Table 4aExergy loss (kJ/s) at 65 °C.Table 4a**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9000.1600080.1146160.06438812000.2071780.1556330.09560315000.2678260.2069040.13375518000.3419500.2684300.17884421000.4295520.3402100.23087024000.5306310.4222450.28983227000.6451870.5145330.35573230000.7732200.6204940.42856833000.9147300.7264550.50487236001.0697180.8426710.584645Table 4bExergy loss (kJ/s) at 75 °C.Table 4b**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9000.5228940.3681470.22175812000.6288230.4632170.29922415000.7636430.5833060.39734818000.9273530.7284130.48514321001.1199530.8985390.62458324001.3414431.0936830.78468027001.5918221.3138450.96027030001.8710921.5590261.16684733002.1792521.8292261.38891736002.5163012.1244441.631645Table 4cExergy loss (kJ/s) at 85 °C.Table 4c**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9001.263190.794480.4965012001.472340.997270.6739815001.730701.247370.8940618002.038271.504241.1141421002.395051.848981.4194124002.801052.241041.7672827003.256252.673652.1506430003.760673.167102.590833004.037483.396932.7469836004.314303.620002.88897Table 4dExergy loss (kJ/s) at 95 °C.Table 4d**Time(s)0.50 cm Thickness1.00 cm Thickness1.50 cm Thickness**9002.309181.701081.2128312002.682142.072001.5565915003.144612.533581.9884818003.696583.085842.5085221004.338073.728763.1167024005.069064.462353.8130227005.442024.955264.5974830005.770225.204184.8178333006.008915.558625.0205636006.247605.739955.14396Fig. 1a: Exergy efficiency at 65 °C drying temperature. b: Exergy efficiency at 75 °C drying temperature. c: Exergy efficiency at 85 °C drying temperature. d: Exergy efficiency at 85 °C drying temperature.Fig. 1Fig. 2a: Exergetic sustainability index at 65 °C. b: Exergetic sustainability index at 75 °C. c: Exergetic sustainability index at 85 °C. d: Exergetic sustainability index at 95 °C.Fig. 2Fig. 3a: Exergetic improvement potential at 65 °C. b: Exergetic improvement potential at 75 °C. c: Exergetic improvement potential at 85 °C. d: Exergetic improvement potential at 95 °C.Fig. 3

2. Experimental design, materials and methods {#s0010}
=============================================

The paramount objective of any drying process is the utilization of minimum amount of energy to obtain a maximum amount of moisture removal with a view to achieving the desired product conditions and specifications. Drying is a complex process of heat and mass transfer for removal of moisture from a wet solid. Two separate phenomena are involved in drying. One, moisture must travel from the interior of a material to the surface of that material either by capillary action or diffusion and two, evaporation of the surface water into the surrounding air [@bib1].

Exergy is a parameter of the second law of thermodynamics and it is defined as the maximum work quantity which can be produced by a system from flow of matter, heat or energy when equilibrium is reached with the environment as reference [@bib2]. Exergy is a combined property of a system and its environment because it depends on the state of both the system and environment. It is neither a thermodynamic property of matter nor a thermodynamic potential of a system and the exergy of a system in equilibrium with the environment is zero [@bib3].

Exergy is conserved only during ideal processes and lost or destroyed in actual processes due to irreversibilities [@bib4].

Exergy analyses is a reliable method to establish strategies to design, implement and operate many industrial processes in which optimal energy usage is sacrosanct with a view to obtaining relevant information pertaining to plant and operation costs, energy conservation, fuel versatility and pollutants level [@bib5], [@bib6].

Exergy analysis plays an important role in optimization of drying conditions and drying system performance improvement [@bib7].

2.1. Experimental Procedure {#s0015}
---------------------------

Fresh samples of onion fruits were bought from local market in otta, Ogun state, Nigeria. The onions were washed with distilled water to remove particles and contaminants that can adversely affect the experimental results. Hence, 36.50 g of the sample at different thicknesses of 0.50 cm, 1.00 cm and 1.50 cm were taken into the cabinet dryer for drying at different temperatures of 65°C, 75 °C,85 °C and 95°C and the weight loss at each temperature and thickness was determined with the aid of a digital weighing balance.

2.2. Exergy Analyses {#s0020}
--------------------

Exergy analyses are typically performed to determine the location, type and magnitude of thermodynamic inefficiencies during drying process by applying the second law of thermodynamics [@bib8].

The reduced form of exergy equation is given by Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} below:$$\mathit{Ex} = {\mathit{mc}\left\lbrack {\left( {\mathit{T} - \mathit{T}_{\mathit{\infty}}} \right) - \mathit{T}_{\mathit{\infty}}\mathit{\ln}\left( {\mathit{T}/\mathit{T}_{\mathit{\infty}}} \right)} \right\rbrack}$$Where:$\mathit{Ex}$ = Exergy (kJ/s)C = specific heat $\left\lbrack {{{kJ}/{kg}}{\ K}} \right\rbrack$$T_{\infty}{}$ = reference temperature (25 °C or 298 K)$T$ = drying air temperature (K)m = mass flow rate of fresh or dried product.

The specific heat of the fresh and dried product $C_{\mathit{p}{\lbrack{{\mathit{KJ}/\mathit{Kg}}K}\rbrack}}{}$ was also calculated by using the Eq ([2](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}). [(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"} proposed by [@bib9] as:$$\mathit{c}_{\mathit{p}} = 4.187\mathit{X}_{\mathit{m}}\  + \ 1.424\mathit{X}_{\mathit{c}}\ {+ \ }1.549\mathit{X}_{\mathit{p}}\ {+ \ }1.675\mathit{X}_{\mathit{f}}\  + \ 0.837\mathit{X}_{\mathit{a}}$$where $X_{m}$ = moisture component (%), $X_{c}$ = carbohydrate component (%), $X_{p}$ = protein component (%), $X_{f}$ = fat component (%) $\mathit{X}_{a}$ = ash component (%)

The exergy inflow represents the maximum amount of useful available energy that is being supplied into any system (e.g batch dryer) to cause a change in either the properties of the system or any material within the surroundings of the system.

Exergy inflow can be expressed by Eq. [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} below$$\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{in}} = \mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{ain}}\  + \ \mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{FO}}$$$\mathit{Ex}_{I}$ = exergy inflow (kJ/s),$\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{ain}}$= exergy inflow of air (kJ/s) and$\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{FO}}$ = exergy of fresh onion (kJ/s)

Similarly, Eq. [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} gives the general form of exergy outflow.$$\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{out}} = \mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{a}0\mathit{ut}}\  + \ \mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{DO}}\ {+ \ }\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{ldc}}$$$\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{out}}$ = exergy outflow (kJ/s)$\mathit{Ex}_{a0\mathit{ut}}$ = exergy outflow of air (kJ/s)$\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{ldc}}$ = exergy destruction (kJ/s)

Since mass flow rate of drying air was evenly distributed throughout the whole cross section of drying chamber,

Hence, initial mass flow rate of air is equal to the final mass flow rate of air$$\mathit{m}_{\mathit{ai}} = \mathit{m}_{\mathit{ao}}$$

Thus,$$\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{ain}} = \quad\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{aout}}$$

The exergy destruction, that is, exergy loss resulting from heat loss through the drying chamber can be described by Eq. [(7)](#eq0035){ref-type="disp-formula"} [@bib10], [@bib11].$${\mathit{Ex}_{\mathit{ldc}} = \mathit{Q}_{\mathit{ldc}}}{\lbrack{1 - \frac{\mathit{T}_{\mathit{\infty}}}{\mathit{T}_{\mathit{dc\ avg}}}}\rbrack}$$Where $\mathbf{T}_{\mathbf{dc\ avg}}$ is the average temperature of the drying chamber and $\mathbf{Q}_{\mathbf{ldc}}$ is the heat loss by drying chamber which is assumed to be negligible. Hence, $\mathbf{Ex}_{\mathbf{ldc}} = 0$

Exergy loss is an energy parameter that is often confused with exergy destruction. It represents the transfer of exergy from a system to its external environment in an irreversible manner (the discharge of a non-useful energy stream into the surroundings) while exergy destruction is an internal phenomenon that characterizes exergy destruction due to irreversibilities within a component of a system (e.g exergy destruction during combustion process).

Exergy loss was calculated by using Eq. [(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"},$${\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{loss}} = {\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{inflow}} - {\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{out}\ \mathit{flow}}$$

Exergy efficiency is a critical indicator of the quality level of the converted energy. The exergy efficiency of a system is maximized when exergy loss is minimized and it is mathematically represented by Eq. [(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$${\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{efficiency}} = \frac{\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{out}\ \mathit{flow}}{\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{inflow}}$$

It can also be expressed by Eq. [(10)](#eq0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}$${\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{efficiency}} = 1 - \frac{\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{loss}}{\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{inflow}}$$

The exergetic sustainability index (ESI) is a dimensionless parameter that is based on the exergy analysis and it is defined as the relationship between the input exergy and exergy losses of a system. The parameter provides us with useful information about the process influence on the environment [@bib12]. Improvement on exergy efficiency will naturally translate to higher sustainability index.

Mathematically, it is represented by Eq. [(11)](#eq0055){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\mathbf{ESI} = \frac{1}{1 - {\mathbf{Exergy}\ \mathbf{efficiency}}}$$

Exergy improvement potential measures are necessary to increase exergy efficiency with a view to reducing environmental impact by reducing energy losses [@bib13]. lower exergy efficiency would lead to higher improvement potential [@bib14], [@bib15].$$\mathit{EIP} = {\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{loss}}{*(}1 - {\mathit{Exergy}\ \mathit{efficiency}})$$
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